CHAPTER 7

founder

ofaN euu
Paris

When

Claude began

Louis

le

Grand

(1703-1709)

his studies for the priesthood at the Jesuit College of

in Paris, in 1701, probably the last thing

would have been the opening of

new religious

Seminarij

a

new seminary much

less that

on

his

mind

of starting a

society.

To read the story of
plan to do either

is

his days at

to miss

all

CLG,

therefore, as

the excitement

any kind of a preconceived

and drama of a young country boy's

adventure in the big city of Paris (then in the height of its imperial glory) and
he, almost in spite of himself,

group of similarly-minded young
something
For

men

special for the glory of God

clarity's sake, that

how

found himself at the age of 24, the leader of a small
(poor as church mice)

and the

less

who wanted

to

do

fortunate citizens of France.

complicated adventure (and Claude's leadership in

it)

The Early Days at Rue des Cordieres, a
period of multiple hardships and pioneering improvisations (II) The Second
Chance or Fresh Start at Rue de Neuve (New Street) St. Etienne, when a larger
number of students, better location and improved living conditions made it
is

divided here into three phases

possible to take the

first

(I)

practical steps in formulating a general mission state-

ment and some ground rules for the growing community and
and Final Days at Rue Tournefort before Claude's Death.
Les Pauperes of Louis Le

As has been

seen,

(e.g.

the

chimney sweep,
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The Third

Grand

Claude had been quite

in Jesuit College student organizations

the college

(III)

and

hill-billy

active, as far as his studies allowed,

in outreach to

poor people outside

young men from

Savoy).
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after coming to CLG he began to notice that there were
poor people inside the College in need of help
namely the poorly
dressed day student seminarians, looked down on by their fellow live-in
boarders of the college, rich young men like himself, who often dubbed them

However, soon

—

also

pauperes.

les

Beginning by quietly assisting with a
'pauperes

16-year-old

(e.g.

J.

little

B. Faulconnier),

money one

or two of these

Claude soon realized that their

problem was much deeper and widespread than he

thought: Apart from

first

the difficulty of finding affordable lodgings within walking distance of the College, these

young seminarians from the country often had

to live in deplorable

conditions that not only jeopardized their health and their vocations but also

made

it

extremely

difficult for

them

to keep

up with

their studies.

Unfavourable R^eactions of friends
As long as Claude confined himself to giving financial aid and even handouts from the 'food bank' he had organized at the College (with the connivance
of Fr. Megret, the Jesuit priest in charge of daily meals for the campus staff and
students) everyone could applaud and approve, but when it was rumored that
Claude was thinking of moving out of the College and living with these
'pauperes] that was a very different matter.
As far as his professors were concerned, the step to move out of the college
was a disaster for Claude's studies. As for the Jesuit Fathers (his closest friends
and mentors in Rennes, Caen and Nantes), it may also have been a big disappointment for many of them secretly hoped that this talented young man, a
scholar and a nobleman, might one day join their ranks as a priest. Now they
saw him foolishly getting over-involved with outsiders' problems and in their
opinion heading for nothing but trouble.

Most shocked of all by Claude's decision were his fellow students, especially
AA. In fact, it is their recorded unfavourable reactions that
account for most of the bad press reports on Claude's 'austerities' at this time of

his colleagues in the

his

life.

In the beginning

when Claude and

his associates

moved

into rue des

Cordieres and things were not too well organized, there was no need for voluntary 'austerities'

much

less a

vow of poverty. Not only was

not a food shortage but furniture (beds, chairs,

etc.)

there

was

more

often than

also in great

demand

but short supply.

What wonder then
if

in these

cramped conditions on rue des Cordieres,

Claude had often to sleep on a chair and get only three hours of sleep while

his

companions had

to

it

men's

menu

tables',

the

lie

on the

floor?

As

well, after

he had

moved out of

wasn't as easy to collect 'the hand outs from the rich

the College and

for

him and

his fellow boarders

was often only

'stale

bread', 'veggies like haricot-beans covered with green mould', 'water only,

no wine'
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—

all

graphically reported by the

AA secretary in the AA minutes.
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An

early Spiritan

symbol depicting the Holy

over the

However, while the

AA

monogram

secretary

may

dove

Spirit as a

of Mary.

have got his

facts straight

about the

them right if he
Claude was no Carthusian

shortage of food and the furniture, he certainly did not get

imagined Claude 'spent most of
contemplative and the

man who

his time in prayer.'
later

would insist that everyone in the commuon class days and 6V2 hours on Sundays

nity should spend '8V2 hours of study

and Feast Days' would scarcely have started 'by praying all day' or allowing
others to do the same.
Rue des Cordieres was a house of prayer but it was planned not as a
Carmelite contemplative monastery but as a house of studies!

The Bridge of No

J\eturn

after he moved out of the College, Claude began
now on his own and had crossed a bridge of no return.

Very quickly then,
realize

he was

So even though he prayed about
director in the

was doing the

AA,

Fr. le Tellier,

he

it

still

and confided
had some

to

doubts to his spiritual

his

hesitations as to whether he

right thing or not.

"It is true that I

did not undertake the work without the permission of

my director. But here again my conscience
quently done before.

How did I present

did I not use? At first I said
scholars quietly, without

it

reproaches

the

work

to

me

as

it

has fre-

him? What

tricks

was only a matter offeeding four or five

any fuss whatsoever. Perhaps at

the time I did

not reveal the full extent of my ambition and vanity."

The

First Rjesidence

Once

—

the decision to

Rue des Cordieres
move out of the College had been made,

a suitable

had to be found and immediately
Claude, in his first essay into real estate, showed he had learned a lesson or two
from his father, a life-long entrepreneur in the buying and selling of property.

hostel within walking distance of the College
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Rue des Cordieres (now rue

Cujas), Paris, the first location

of the Holy Spirit Seminary.

In fact,
to

all

many were

to be surprised,

from

this

time on,

how this young man,

appearances a scholarly academic could be so businesslike in leasing and

renovating second-hand buildings.

For

starters, then,

Claude wisely did not buy but leased one of the two

vacant hostels on rue des Cordieres
Gros Chapelet,

it

owned by

the Pechanard family. Called

was the cheaper of the two buildings but

a

little

le

further from

the College than the other, La Rose-Blanche (the White Rose).

The
five

lease signed

and some necessary repairs made, the little community of
among them) moved in to their first home in

or six seminarians (Claude

time to celebrate together Christmas 1702.
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first

Among

Claude,
panions.

not a

it

Equals (Primus Inter Pares)
must be remembered, was not much older than any of

He was

not a professor

priest. In fact

at the

he was not even a

the 'chartered members', albeit by

team

cleric in

common

— but by no means one who

his

College but a fellow seminarian.

at this

major orders. He was

com-

He was

just

one of

acclaim, the playing coach of the

time

laid claim to

any position of

authority.

Dreams

Such. Stuff as

To the eye of the
Claude and
like

and

life

in rue des Cordieres in those early days

a foolhardy project destined to be short lived.

companions

his

Made

outsider,

—

nothing but misery

are

it

was

to

be

les

beaux jours, the 'time of their

those enjoyed by Francis di Bernadone, founder of the Franciscans,

took on to repair the

his first followers

cula (a

gift

little

was

But for
lives'

when he

ruined church of the Portiun-

from the Benedictine nuns). Rue des Cordieres may have only been

first band of followers for three years or less, but there a
would not only enrich the Church in France during their
Hfetime but benefit the whole Christian world for many years to come. Knowingly or unknowingly, there was laid the 'rough' foundations of a new religious
family open only to pauperes and opting only to serve anywhere the Church had

occupied by Claude's

dream was born

that

difficulty in finding priests.

However, as
in his

well,

mouth was

during those days, a young

quickly learning to use a

man born

wooden

with a

spoon
and an ill-

silver

one! and he

young dreamers, thrown together by God's providence, were
work together and trust in God that tomorrow would look after

assorted group of

learning to
itself.

Dedication of the Chartered Members to the HoIlj Spirit

"When

number of students reached almost a dozen, they asked to be conselife'' and so on Pentecost Sunday, May 27, 1703, Claude
acceded to their wishes and together they dedicated themselves as a little community to the Holy Spirit through the patronage of the Mother of God under
the

crated to the clerical

the

title

of her Immaculate Conception.

The ceremony, modeled on that of the AA, began with the Invocation of the
Holy Spirit [Veni Sancte Spiritus) and ended with the Santa Maria prayer:
''Through your Virginity and Immaculate Conception, Most Pure Virgin, cleanse
my heart and flesh."
A simple and very private ceremony it had to be because the draconian laws
of the French government
ical

at the

time forbade the formation of any kind of cler-

association or society without royal assent

Nevertheless

become

it

was

to

be the

first

step in

(i.e.

governmental approval).

opening a seminary that

later

would

the nucleus of a future religious society, that was formally legalized only

twenty-three years after Claude's death.
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The J\endezvous of the Dedication
This historic dedication took place
St.

Etienne des Gres in the

famous

this booklet,

and

nearby parish Church of

Madonna.
famous church and statue is outside the scope
may be of interest to recall some of the reasons why Claude

it

full

his first followers

A

at the

Chapel of Our Lady of Rescue before the

statue of the Black

Although the
of

BVM

story of this

choose

this

sanctuary for this great 'Spiritan event.'

place of pilgrimage for centuries (including

Thomas Aquinas, Dominic and

Francis de Sales),

among
it

its

pilgrims saints like

was here the young

men

of

Statue of Notre Dame de Bonne Delivrance before which Claude
and his first associates dedicated themselves to the Holy Spirit.
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rue des Cordieres used to drop in for short
their

way

visits to

the Blessed Sacrament

and from the College. What wonder, then,

to

on

they chose this

if

'rendezvous' for the "greatest event of their lives."

The Church

was confiscated during the French Revolution and

itself

demolished. Today the

Law

School.

site is

later

occupied by some buildings of Sorbonne University

The famous statue, the Black Madonna, was sold in a public auction
away for many years in different locations, today it is ven-

for 201 livres. Secreted

erated in a chapel of the Sisters of

was only when the

Thomas de

and Africa

the apostolate of the Black Race
this dedication at the

The Second

St.

Villeneuve at Neuilly, Paris.

It

became so involved

in

(in particular) that the significance

of

Spiritans, after the abolition of slavery,

Shrine of the Black

Madonna was

fully

understood.

Seminarij J^esldence

In a short period of three years (1702-1705), the premises at rue de

Cordieres became too small to house the ever-increasing

number of

students

applying for entry to this 'Holy Spirit Seminary as the residence was familiarly
called even in those early years.

As one of those early students, Charles Besnard, put
"The general progress made

in every

associates was too remarkable not
to

By

all

Claude,

less

the old

his (Claude's) first

a house for them in which

to rent

cramped for spaced

accounts, then,

'like

it:

to attract other excellent candidates

him. Consequently, he decided

they would he

endeavour by

when

the

woman who

number of

students outgrew the

lived in the shoe'

had

facilities,

to look for a bigger

house for a growing family.
This he did on October 17, 1705,

more

building in a

when he

suitable location but

still

signed a

new

lease for a larger

only ten minutes walk from College

Louis the Great where he and his boys attended lectures everyday.

Once again, Claude surprised many with
know-how in the remarkable bargain he got!

One

foot

—

in the Countrij

and Another

in

his des Places real-estate

the Citij

Although Claude's choice of the second location
nary was, in

many ways,

biographers give

As
taught

far as

him

the key to

much

of

for the

Holy

no

or no attention to this important point.

little

Claude was concerned,

there was

sacrifice

and so even with

Semi-

the progress that followed, his early

little

his first experience in rue des Cordieres

or no possibility of proper prayer, study or com-

munity-living in a cramped residence in a noisy, crowded city
then,

Spirit

was too great

to obtain

some

street.

For him,

sort of relative privacy and quiet

his limited financial reserves,

he took a giant leap of

faith

and

a big financial gamble.

To understand the magnitude of this
the

new location

into

risk

which he was moving.
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one has

It

was a

to

know something about

real 'oasis

of peace',

if

one

is
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.

to believe

some of the

distinguished residents

who

preceded or followed Claude

on New Street St. Etienne.
The first is none other than the famous French philosopher, Rene Descartes,
who described life there as living 'with one foot in the country and the other in the
city. The second was Charles Rollin, the French humanist (after whom the street
later was renamed rue Rollin and No. 8 preserved as a historic site). Rollin
moved into No. 8 rue Neuve St. Etienne immediately after Claude and his companions moved their seminary to its third location on rue Tournafort. Rollin
once wrote to a friend. Princess Elizabeth of Boheme:
"I have begun to enjoy and love more than ever the sweet joys of rustic
Ufe since I have here a small garden

which serves as

my

country

resi-

dence. I have not of course the long alleys of trees reaching to the hori-

zon; just two small ones, one of which provides a bower that

adequate for

me

allows

needs

and

the other which

is

open

to the

A

small

sum

the

enjoy the sunshine for a good part of the day and prom-

trellis

total

supports five apricot trees

of

my fruit

trees. I

and

ten

peach

have no beehives but

trees:

I

that

have the

pleasure every day of seeing the bees flitting over the blossoms of
trees,

is

midday sun

provide plenty offruit in the fall

ises to

is

to

my

my

preoccupied with their work and enriching themselves with

nectar

and doing no wrong.

"
.

But no greater tribute to Claude's choice of location for the 'Second Spiritan
Residence' can be paid than the quotation (in Latin) that Charles Rollin
inscribed in a plaque over the

where Claude wrote
thanks

to

which

room door on

the

his Rules for the Residence.

I live in the

country and in the

floor of the building,

first

reads:

It

city

"Most Beloved House,

and enjoy peace with myself

and with God."

Terms of the Lease
The
cated

lease for the

affair.

In

it

new

site,

signed

on October

Claude took possession of

second and third floors of a small turreted

all

18, 1705,

the house

Norman

was quite a compli-

and grounds except the

Castle-like section at

one end

of the long two-storey building. This part of the building continued to be occupied by the owner Claude de Cornailles and to ensure his privacy, the ground
floor of that part of the building

was out of bounds

for the students

and occupied

only by the Director of the Seminary for his office and sleeping quarters.
sensible

The

arrangement and worked out reasonably well for both

Seminarij Grounds

and

It

was a

parties.

fac'dities

To understand the background of the Rules and Regulations drawn up by
Claude after he and the students moved into No. 8 rue Rollin, one must have

some
70

idea of the layout of the property

itself.
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8 rue Neuve St. Etienne (now rue Rollin), Paris,
the second location of the Holy Spirit Seminary.

The long two-storied
full

part of the building (occupied

by the students) ran the

length of the property along rue Rollin. There was a large landscaped court-

yard in front and
Christian Doctrine

back beautiful gardens belonging
and the Sisters of St. Augustine.

at the

to the Fathers of

The property included a stable, coach house, small poultry farm and a well.
facilities, no longer of use, were quickly converted for other purposes but
the well became invaluable as it was so important, before the days of piped
These

water supplies, to have fresh well-water in the middle of the
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city!
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As

well,

French

To comply with

even in those days, were relatively well advanced.

city bylaws,

the city regulations for the safety of the buildings (eg. against

and the security of the tenants

fire)

room

a private
his

all

room for

(e.g.

against theft), each student

or at least as Rule 254 put

"every student

it:

had

to

had

to have

have a trunk in

his personal property!'

Movi/ig \n

One can imagine

the excitement of the seminarians at the

new

news

that

soon

new
moving all their belongings over to their new address.
{No Furniture Moving Company was required for this purpose!)
Nevertheless, as Fr. Pierre Thomas went on to remark there were some

they would be moving to a

house. Eagerly they set about getting the

place ready and

complications: ''While Claude and his students were at rue des Cordieres they were

now they were very much in the public gaze
amused
and
to see them, some dressed in cassocks, doing all
sorts of 'joe-jobs' (usually done by servants or lay-brothers in religious orders)."
Even the Director was often seen carrying planks, lime, etc. through the
streets of Paris and apparently "delighted when someone who knew him met him
carrying his load of bundles" so much so that his students, moved more by his
example than his words soon learned "to conquer their embarrassment, so natural to young people and vied with one another in sweeping the sidewalk on weekdays, bringing water from the well in full daylight... and these chores among the
less degrading they had to do."
hidden away from the public eye hut
other students were soon

Ground

\\ules for the

From now

New

on, however,

life

from the old topsy-turvy days
very

little

place

drew up the

in the

at

could be achieved as

and everyone had

1706, he

R^esldence

Second Residence would be very

far as studies

or prayers unless everything had

a responsibility. For this reason, then,

extant Reglements pour

still

that as a postscript to the

MSS

different

rue des Cordieres, for Claude quickly saw that

by one of

his

sometime

Communaute du

la

contemporaries

its

early in

Saint Esprit

attests: "All these

drawn up by the late Father des Places and written by his own hand."
The many additions and revisions in the MSS show that these first Seminary

Rules were

Regulations were not written in stone but were continually being updated. For

example, the entry about 'the superiors' and not
142, 169 only

makes sense

fi'om Rennes, joined

him

'a

superior'

after Fr. le Barbier, a priest friend

in the

Community should not be seen

ulations for a fully established seminary but

one

And last
down in his

enormous

up

all

least,

on the

it is

first

these Rules out of his

regulations.
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but not

in Rules

1

14,

of Claude, on loan

running of the seminary.

In a word, the Rules for the Holy Spirit

office

found

still

in the early

planning

as regstages.

important to emphasize that Claude did not
floor of the

own head

as

an

'ipse dixit' {I

Nothing could be farther from the

truth.

sit

castle-like building, write

As

say so) set of seminary
Fr.

Charles Besnard so
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reminded

well

naries,

his readers: ''Claude not only learned from the rules of other semi-

hut submitted his

own

regulations to

many men

of great experience for

examination and approval^

One of the seminaries referred to here was Saint Sulpice and foremost
among the periti consulted must surely have been Claude's all-season mentors,
his friends in the Society of Jesus.

La Communaute

Rjtglements Pour

The contents of the long 66 page manuscript of these Rules for the Holy
Spirit Community are here divided into four sub-sections so that, hopefully,
even in this brief overview, one may get some idea of this all important
document, drawn up by Claude with legal brevity but very practical attention
Defining Devotions of the Community (Rules 1-2),
General Guidelines for All Members (Rules 3-131), (c) Special Duties for

to necessary detail: (a)
(b)

Individual

Members

(Rules 131-233) and (d) Additional Miscellaneous

Directives (Rules 234-263)

Defining Devotions of the Communitij (l\ule5 1-2)

Knowingly and

intentionally, as a lawyer,

Claude did not begin with

definition of this 'foundation or a definitive Mission Statement of

its

a

purpose.

This he did by eschewing the use of such terms as 'seminary or 'society

and referring
(a

to

himself and his associates simply as

a

communaute

community).

As

far as

Claude (and his

earliest associates)

were concerned

ognition or definitions and/or Government or Church
their concerns so long as they could get

and

live

out the consecration they had

on with

made

titles

official rec-

were the

least

of

their studies for the priesthood

to the

Holy

Spirit

on Pentecost

Sunday, 1703.

main purpose of the Holy Spirit foundation was to produce well educated and holy priests willing to accept any ministry (no matter
how difficult or humble) anywhere the Church needed workers. Everything else
In other words, the

was secondary.

General Guidelines for All Members (Rules 3-131)

With this end in view, the following regulations were to apply to all
members of the Community including Claude himself.
The academic year would begin with an eight-day retreat preached by the
Jesuit Fathers (who would also be the regular spiritual directors and confessors
of all members but would have no authority in the policies or day to day affairs
of the community).
Great emphasis was laid in the proper recruitment and selection of students

who

generally

must be 'pauperes

i.e.,

young men from working

class families

unable to pay their way.
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Entrance examinations would be held twice a year with two judges on the

To be accepted, all must have the equivalent of 'high
and pass the Entrance Examination.

selection committee.
school' graduation

Then
exercises

As

follows the rules of the seminary concerning the

— community

far as religious

expected of

common

spiritual

prayer, daily mass, etc.

formation was concerned, the highest standards were

Claude, never one to ask anyone to do what he didn't do him-

all.

led more by example than legislation.
To outsiders Claude's demands on the young seminarians may seem,
perhaps, too demanding and more like those of a regular religious society than
of a 'diocesan' seminary but, as he saw it, six years of intense religious training
were necessary if raw young men were to develop the kind of habits that would
stand them for the rest of their lives as worthy priests, frequently destined to
work alone and in very difficult and seemingly hopeless church ministries.
For example, special emphasis was laid on obedience during these years of
self,

formation:
''Nothing

is

more important for

obedience. Moreover, nothing

the

good order of the house than

more highly recommended for

is

it is

of

great virtue to submit one's will for everything to that of someone else"

(Rule 125) but to be of any value, this obedience ''must always be

prompt and joyful" (Rule 126)
All

were expected to

recommended

— something

assist daily at

to receive

Holy Mass (Rules

Holy Communion

at least

18

and 36) and strongly

every two weeks (Rule 37)

rather unusual in those Jansenistic days. Needless to add, Claude,

even before his ordination, gave the example and insisted on proper decorum,
e.g.

genuflections before the Blessed Sacrament

(Rule 89) and kneeling
receiving

on both knees on the

on entry and

leaving the Chapel

flagstone floor (Rule 88)

when

Holy Communion.

Listed next are the

important raison

d'etre

House Regulations regarding
of the seminary).

Studies (the second

most

A minimum of 2 years philosophy and

4 years theology was mandated with special emphasis on the study of sacred
scripture, liturgy, preaching

and

catechetics,

was

this reputation as a serious

camp

that

was then,

Holy

Spirit

that

it

and

in passing,

it

house of studies and not

as well as later, the

might be added
a clerical holiday

key to the success and popularity of the

Seminary.

The next long section deals with the community's balanced attention to
membership health, hygiene, meals, recreation, etc. Great emphasis is placed on
acceptable

common

courtesy and dress with special emphasis on silence as a

condition for serious study as well as prayer and personal privacy.

No wonder Claude has been called a 'spiritual realist'. His formation program gave students a well-balanced daily regime with ample time for prayer,
study, free-time, recreation
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and even

sleep (seven hours)!
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special Duties for Individual

Members

(Rjules 737-233)

This very interesting section deals with practical matters in the running of
the House,
at

e.g.

the special duties of repetition seminar tutors, sacristans, readers

community

meals, refectorians (dining hall servers), bursars, store keepers,

infirmarians, choir masters

The

last

and even concierge door keepers or security guards.

part of this Section deals with everyone's responsibility for the gen-

eral cleanliness

and

tidiness of the

duties of cooks

and

tailors (the

As

far as all this attention to detail

of Claude's mother
order,

house and ends with reference to the special

only outsiders and paid

—

better than

to

members on

concerned, perhaps one

the wise governess

mutual respect and attention

and happy community

is

—

staff).

may see

a

in her son's insistence that

good manners, would ensure

little

good

a well-run

any amount of heavy-handed regulations by

those in charge.

AAiscellaneous Additional Directives (J\ules 234-263)
This
is

very

later

last section, called

like

by Claude Quelques Avertissements (Some Remarks),
and Personal Student Observation Sessions that

the weekly General

became

traditional in Spiritan

Houses of Formation.

ad-hoc clarification or revision of some of his

Many

It

deals mainly with

earlier regulations.

may appear to go beyond what
must be judged in their historical setting

of these remarks

nowadays, but they

all

is

acceptable

to understand

their purpose.

For example, in

many

of them Claude was attempting to bridge the wide

divide between the coarse sans culottes

manners of the working

classes

and the

woncomedy Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme). For

often ridiculously extravagant etiquette politesse of the upper classes (so
derfully satirized

by Moliere

in his

example. Rule 238 obliging students to address one another as Mister {Monsieur
or

Sir)

may now seem

too formal, but in Claude's day,

it

was a big step

in bridg-

ing the socially accepted upstairs-downstairs (master-servant) language of
the period.

On

Christian

hand
names or tu

family or

among very close

the other

in the

same Rule 238,

to avoid over-famiHarity the use of

(tutoyer), customarily reserved for intimate use in one's

friends,

was forbidden. Vous

(plural)

was ruled more

acceptable in a house of clerical formation where cliques (gangs') or too close

one-to-one firiendships so often destroy a healthy genuine community
Similarly, in trying to find a reasonable balance

and what was foppish

spirit.

between what was accept-

and
recommended, all outlandish styles or colours in clothes or the use of snuff and perfiame were out!
On the other hand, while Claude himself gave up drinking wine when he
was a student in St. Thomas College, wine and beer (the ordinary beverages of
the day) were to be served everyday at lunch and dinner for those who
requested them (Rule 109) but always in moderation and never at breakfastl
able

in dress even for clerics (Rules 112-4), while wigs

trousers (unless they were velvet) were allowed but not
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Tried, Tested

and True

While many of the regulations drawn up by Claude cover circumstances of
time and place that no longer
spirit (if

not always the

hundreds of worthy

exist,

letter)

priests

it is

important to emphasize that

and outstanding missionaries. They

today to play a very important part in defining the unique

and

their associates

Going His
At

first

Claude's

Own

was the

spirit

still

of

all

continue
Spiritans

whatever their country of origin.

Waij

sight then,

new

it

of these des Places Reglements that produced

it

might appear that there was nothing very

seminary, but a closer look shows

how

original

it

special

about

was and how

unique the genius of its 26-year-old founder.
First

Jesus,

of

all,

considering

how

closely he

was associated with the Society of

one might have expected Claude himself

Society or at least have

modeled

his

own on

it.

to have joined that

wonderful

But while Claude entrusted the

spiritual direction of his early associates exclusively to the Jesuit Fathers,

Claude's friend, Grignion de Montfort,

/O

he did

now St. Louis-Marie de Montfort.
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not allow them or any outsider to have authority over the day-to-day

or

affairs

general policies of the Holy Spirit Seminary.

Secondly, as will be remembered, Claude was born the

same year

that

De La

the founder of the world-famous Brothers of the Christian Schools,

Salle,

opened the

and

"free school" for children of inner cities

first

rural areas of

France.

however great Claude's admiration

Yet,

tion for the

poor and

Votel served as chaplain for the
1715), he

felt

De La

De La

Salle,

De La

him

Salle's

work of free educa-

in chaplaincies (e.g. Fr.

priests

class children.

For

this reason, as

young

a

grandiose dream of a
to the

priest friend of

it

if

De La

when Claude was

Clement,

Salle, Fr.

who had

a

Denis Teacher Training Centre in Paris to teach trades

many neglected young

help with chaplains

made

St.

he made

he would co-operate but not amalgamate with the

Brothers of the Christian Schools. This was seen especially

approached by

Adrienn

and Rouen up to
was not quite synonymous

Salle novitiate in Paris

own work of educating

that his

with opening schools for the working
clear later to

for

his willingness to help

people in the

city.

Once again Claude promised

the venture ever got off the ground (but

quite clear that the primary purpose of the

Holy

it

Spirit

didn't) but

to

he

Seminary was

the formation of priests and not the running of trade schools.

And

finally

had looked up

while as a young boy at
to his

Thomas

St.

College in Rennes, Claude

older companion, Grignion de Montfort, despite repeated

invitations to join in de Montfort's

France, he refused.

work of preaching

parish missions in rural

>^

As de Montfort saw

it,

what an

ideal

member

of the

Company

of Mary,

Claude, a very polished public speaker, would make. Claude, however, although
possibly flattered

special call fi-om

to

by the compliment and

just as

anxious as his friend to

neglected rural Catholic communities of France,

ize the

open

a

God was

not to spend his

seminary to multiply those

When

life

still

saw that

own

preaching the gospel himself but

who would.

Claude opened his seminary, de Montfort, being

Director, thought he

revital-

his

might have a quasi-monopoly or at least

a friend of the

first

choice of the

from the Holy Spirit Seminary for his own work. Once again,
Claude was adamant. While he would support any of his seminarians who

young

priests

wished to join de Montfort, he continued to

Holy

Spirit

Seminary was much wider than

insist that the raison d'etre

supplying priests for

of the

any particular

ministry even one as praiseworthy as preaching parish missions throughout
France.

This independence of Claude was never
Montfort's

last visit to

the

Holy

Spirit

more

clearly seen

than during de

Seminary not long before Claude's death.

As remembered by one of the students, Louis Bouic, the subject of de Montfort's address to the general assembly of Holy Spirit seminarians was Divine

Wisdom, the

first

and most important of the

subject very dear to the hearts of both Claude
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Gifts of the

Holy

Spirit

and

a

and Grignion de Montfort.
77

De

Montfort, always a charismatic speaker, gave a memorable address on

the mysterious paradox of

how

surpasses the

like foolishness,

Divine Wisdom, which to

Wisdom of this World which,

men
in

so often seems

its

turn, so often

handicaps anyone dedicated to the service of God. According to young Bouic:

"He (Grignion)
ask

Him for

down and say a prayer to God and
Wisdom of which he had just spoken. He

told us all to kneel

that Divine

recited this prayer in such ardent terms, with such radiant features

and sublime words

that

it

seemed

we were

to us as if

listening to

an angel"

What

a great last meeting of these

whose accomplishments

for the

two founders, young

Kingdom of God

so greatly surpassed even their wildest

men from

Rennes,

(even though very different)

boyhood dreams. They would never meet

again for Claude died very soon afterwards.

Charism or AAission

T/i€ Defining
So, while

Claude des Places admired the work of other religious

like

the Brothers of the Christian Schools, the Society of Jesus

ary

Company

still

was always

own

of

Mary and was

careftil to

foundation

societies

and the Mission-

ever ready to

work

side-by-side with them, he

maintain the unique

spirit

and defining

— 'The Seminary of

the

identity of his

Holy Spirit'

As a result, Claude became a legend even in his own day. He was admired
and loved especially by those who knew him best
his own (for want of a
better word) 'sons.' He was their hero and model. A scholar, he taught them to

—

A prudent and practical man, he taught them the value of
common-sense and good judgement. A man of God, he showed them how to
pray and answer 'Yes' (Fiat) to every call from God. He was their hero and inspiration. He was their great 'formator' who, himself, personified all that the Holy
Ghost Seminary was or ever hoped to be.
No wonder then, that even today, Claude continues to be the role-model
and inspiring mentor in how his followers can maintain a balance between
working loyally with other groups and yet never losing their own identity or
be life-long learners.

their

78

unique charism

as Spiritans.
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